
Are you prepared to handle a data breach? With Delta Risk’s collective advisory  
and assessment services – also known as ActiveInsight – we can identify the 
potential gaps and vulnerabilities in your cyber security program, put your incident 
response teams to the test through simulated exercise scenarios, and educate  
your staff (and keep them trained) on the steps and skills they need to respond  
to emerging threats. 

Evaluate and Test Your Cyber Security Defenses
Our seasoned experts and former Fortune 500 CISOs provide comprehensive 
assessments, exercises (discussion-based and fully-operational), and training  
to evaluate your organization’s cyber security posture and overall preparedness in 
the face of an attack. To fully test your cyber defenses, we employ web application 
testing, vulnerability scanning, traditional penetration testing, and advanced  
red-teaming methodologies.

Simulate Live Fire Attacks and Respond to the 
Latest Threats
We offer many different types of cyber exercises, ranging from discussion-based
table-top exercises and management-level exercises to full-scale operational
exercises with simulated attacks. These real-time simulations can be tailored to  
the types of threats your organization faces every day. We’ll help your workforce 
stay prepared to respond to incidents by evaluating your current defenses and 
testing new procedures.

Comprehensive 
Assessment 
Reporting

Final assessment reports 
provide extensive insight into 
strengths, accomplishments, 

and opportunities for 
improvement, and focus on 
client-specific pain points.

Advise Access Exercise Train

Custom Approach
Each company’s customer 
requirements and goals are 

unique, which is why we offer 
tailored training courses and 
exercises to meet all needs, 

and assessments fit for 
specific frameworks.  

Our Security Experts
All our assessments, exercises, 

and training programs are 
designed by security experts  

who combine their knowledge 
with leading-edge tools  

and capabilities. 

ActiveInsight
MEASURE YOUR CYBER SECURITY PROGRAM  



• Compliance and Best Practices Review
• Security Program Maturity Review
• Compliance and Best Practices Review
• Tabletop and Full-Scale Exercises 
• Remote and On-demand Training 
• Compliance and Best Practices Review

• Verify Incident Response Preparedness  
• Reenact Real-World Threats  
• Identify Security Gaps and Weaknesses  
• Test Technology, People, and Processes  

• Cyber Security Engineers  
• Experienced Pen Testers  
• Security Analysts  
• Senior Consultants

What

Who

Why

About Delta Risk LLC
Delta Risk LLC provides tailored, high-impact cyber security and risk management services to 
government and private sector clients worldwide. Formed in 2007, Delta Risk consists of trusted 
professionals with expert knowledge around technical security, policy and governance, and 
infrastructure protection to help clients improve their cyber security operational capability and protect 
business operations. Delta Risk is a Chertoff Group company. 

Benefits of ActiveInsight
 � Detect incidents faster and respond quicker 
 � Reduce the overall impact and cost of attacks  
 � Improve cyber security awareness across lines of business 
 � Augment the technical prowess of your security staff 
 � Fortify your network and perimeter security 
 � Support ongoing compliance initiatives 
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